(2) .250 FLAG TYPE Q.C. TERMS WITH INSUL. GRIP ON BROWN LEADS

#16 GREEN GROUND LEAD TO BE 12.00 BETWEEN CENTERS OF TERMS. TERM. TO FIT #10 SCREW

4 LEADS TO EXTEND 30" BEYOND MOTOR

8-32 UNC THREAD

LEADS SKINNED .75

(4) LEADS, (2) YELLOW & (2) ORANGE FOR REVERSING ROTATION.

4 EXTRA NUTS

3.625 DIA. B.C.

5.625

5.125

WATER SLINGER

WARNING LABEL

DRAIN PLUG INSTRUCTION LABEL

REVERSING WARNING LABEL TO BE ADJACENT TO LEAD HOLE

USE WITH 5.0 MFD 370-VAC CAPACITOR

TOTALLY ENCLOSED

ROTATION IS C.C.W. VIEWING LEAD END WITH ORG. TO ORG. & YEL. TO YEL. TO REVERSE ROTATION INTERCHANGE ORG. & YEL. LEADS
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